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Upcoming Chapter Events
August 4, 2019

Monthly Meeting

August 7, 2019
August 21, 2019
September 4, 2019
September 8, 2019
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October 2, 2019
October 6, 2019
October 16, 2019
October 30, 2019

Dinner Ride
Dinner Ride - Eidens
Dinner Ride
Monthly Meeting
Dinner Ride
Dinner Ride
Monthly Meeting
Dinner Ride
Dinner Ride

2:00 pm - Picnic/Meeting Wayne & Carole Johnson
6:00 pm - Kwik-Fill Rt. 60 Jamestown
6:00 pm - Kwik-Fill Rt. 60 Jamestown
6:00 pm - Kwik-Fill Rt. 60 Jamestown
2:00 pm -Dinner/ 3:00 pm meeting
6:00 pm - Kwik-Fill Rt. 60 Jamestown
6:00 pm - Kwik-Fill Rt. 60 Jamestown
2:00 pm -Dinner/ 3:00 pm meeting
6:00 pm - Kwik-Fill Rt. 60 Jamestown
6:00 pm - Kwik-Fill Rt. 60 Jamestown
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The Little
Chapter

U

U
U U

That Does!!!

NY-U Chapter Team
Chapter Directors - Arlene & Roger Connelly 716-386-6765
theconnellys@windstream.net
Assistant Directors - Sally & Gene Jaquith
chandle_64@yahoo.com
Treasurer - Nancy Schaal
Member Enhancement - Betty Mac & Maleia Fetters
Ride Coordinator - Roger Connelly 716-499-6765
Newsletter Editor - Maleia Fetters Stinky4048@outlook.com
Sunshine - Debbie Perez
Chapter of the Year Coordinator - Kathy Eidens
Dash-for-Cash Coordinator - Brenda Peterson
District Educator - Cliff Schaal cliffschaal@hotmail.com
NYS District Couple of the Year - Mark & Brenda Peterson
Chapter U Couple of the Year - Paul & Maleia Fetters
National and District leadership can be contacted at the
following websites:
National - www.gwrra.org/nationalofficers.html
District - www.gwrra-ny.org/officers.htm
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The Gold Wing Road Riders Association (GWRRA) is the world’s largest
single-marquee social organization for owners and riders of Honda Gold
Wing/Valkyrie motorcycles as well as any other motorcycles, and some
would say, the world’s largest family. Dedicated to our motto, Friends for
Fun, Safety and Knowledge, GWRRA members enjoy the freedom of
belonging to a not-for-profit, non-religious and non-political organization.
Founded in 1977, GWRRA has grown to more than 72,000 U.S., Canadian
and international Members in 53 foreign countries in just 35 years. Over 800
active Chapters are managed by 4,000 volunteer leaders working with
members to foster safe, enjoyable riding while also working to improve the
public image of motorcycling.

Dash
for
Cash

13
Points
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Chapter U Director’s Corner
I’m looking at the calendar and can’t believe my eyes. It is almost August 1st. How did that happen?
The summer is speeding by and we have had some great riding weather.
I want to personally thank everyone for stepping up to the plate and leading a dinner ride. It has
definitely added a variety of different places to eat and has help eased all the planning on Roger’s part. I also
want to thank Wayne and Carole for hosting the picnic which is on August 4 beginning at 2 p.m. This will also
be our monthly meeting. It takes a lot of work and I’m sure Wayne and Carole will do a great job. Please let
me know if you are coming and what you are bringing. The Chapter will supply hot dogs, soft drinks, and
paper products.
Our Mini Golf tournament with Chapter H was great fun and will continue at a date to be announced.
Chapter H had some scheduling conflicts. We are seven strokes behind so we need a ringer. Got any ideas?
I will again be volunteering for a week at Royal Family Kids Camp. We did not have our Dice Run this
year but I would still like to donate to this very worthy organization. It’s very rewarding to see how much fun
these kids have and also know that we are “planting” good seeds for their future. Please keep me and all the
volunteers and children who attend in your thoughts and prayers, and, of course, pray for good weather!
Thirty-two kids in the rain is not that much fun. We are in need of night staff. If you can stay awake all night,
let me know and I will have Caroline Wesp contact you.
I want to encourage everyone to come with us to the NY State District Rally August 8 – 11 at the Tioga
Downs in Nichols NY. There are some great rides planned and Roger will be leading two of them. One to the
“Grand Canyon of PA” and the other to the covered bridges. Although Brenda and I are NOT in charge of the
vendors this year, I understand that there are going to be at least ten if not more to visit. If you haven’t been
to an event like this, you need to go experience it. It is sooooooo awesome to see all these bikes in the parking
lot and meet other members who share our love for the sport. It really is great fun.
Our trip to Wing ding is just around the corner. I’m really excited about it. We have never been to
Nashville and only briefly attended a Wing Ding. We will be volunteering at the NYS booth while there and
hope to meet “new friends.” Roger has all the details worked out. He is so good at all the little “details” that
make the trip so much fun. I know Wayne is going with us but not sure about anyone else.
The end of summer will be here before we know it. So, please continue to enjoy the summer and enjoy
the nice weather and, above all, ride safe and remember all the gear all the time.

Arlene Chapter U Director
“The Little Chapter that DOES”
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From the Handlebars
Roger Connelly - 716-499-6765
Ride Co-ordinator
The New York State Rally, this is an event not to be missed. Last Tuesday I left my house at 6:30 am
and drove out to Tioga Downs, ran the covered bridge route and came back home. When I pulled in my
garage, the bike had covered 638.6 miles. The covered bridge ride will cover 226.5 miles in all. We will stop
at eight covered bridges and one fantastic over look. Unfortunately, this ride is not for everyone. Many of the
roads are very windy and the total distance is a little long. There will be many breaks because of stopping at
the bridges, the overlook, and there will be a lunch and dinner stop. I don’t know why but I do love covered
bridges. These are old covered bridges, most being built in the 1850’s. I think what I like about them the
most is the history. Oh, if they could talk, I can only imagine the stories they would tell. That’s what I do; try
to imagine the history they have seen. I can stand there and hear the horses’ hooves clacking on the wood
floors and the wagon wheels clicking on each board as it crosses. Sometimes they are moving quickly, a
single horse pulling a little surrey, other times many hooves from a team slowly pulling a loaded work wagon.
All the same, these bridges stand out in the weather all day and all night waiting to carry the next load over
the river. Many of these bridges sit out in the middle of nowhere. I think it adds to their magic.
This tour will cover about half the bridges in Columbia County. To cover them all would be very
aggressive for one day. In addition, many of the roads they are on are dirt and could be trouble if the weather
goes bad. Arlene and I have toured all the bridges. I am not sure that she has the romance with them that I
have. Nevertheless, she humors me and comes along with me as I go traveling to find them. Some of these
bridges are just in the most beautiful settings.
The roads are some of the best and this ride would be great to repeat in the fall when the leaves are in
full color. Saddle up your modern horses and get to the Rally. There is plenty to do besides the rides and all
your GWRRA friends will be there looking for you. It is only a couple of weeks away, and it will be history.
After the ride on Tuesday of 640 miles, we had our mystery ride on Saturday. Two brave souls joined
me. We went down Route 44 in PA through all the mountains. This was a beautiful ride also. We went to
Bill’s Old Bike Barn; this guy has a collection of stuff. We also went to the Hyner overlook near Renova PA.
Many of the roads wandered along in the valleys next to a river. Those are my favorite roads. This ride ended
up a little shorter that Tuesday coming in at 508 miles. Time wise it was about the same as we had a little
battery issue with one of the bikes, but God was on our side and we got it all rectified. Therefore, I have had a
long week of riding, hope next week is just like it.

Ride like your life depends on it, IT DOES.
Roger J. Connelly Chapter “NY-U” ride coordinator.
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Backsliding
How many of you have found yourself guilty of making a
commitment or vow to do something for others or yourself. These can
either be minor or major in degrees but all follow the same pattern.
First, we are all “gung-ho” and excited to perform the activity and then
we slip and there you go. Let me just give a few examples.
New Years resolution, how many days does it take fail? Going to
church, (I’ll sleep in just this Sunday) “right”. Today I’ll quit smoking or
maybe tomorrow would be a better day. There are many more example
with in my opinion the worst being infidelity in marriages. Ok Cliff, get
to the point.
Last month Nancy and I attended the Missouri District Rally in
Branson. We had a great time and only heard the tornado siren once. It was great to see old friends
from out west and make new friends. The Rally was well planned with many rides in the Ozarks on
all the “twenties”. We had the chance to attend a question and answer section with Anita Alkire and
wish her a happy retirement as she steps down. I had a chance to have coffee with Jere Goodman
and listen to his vision for GWRRA’s future and I gave him and Sherry our support. Get to the point
Cliff!
Back to the question of backsliding. When you entered the Levels program you all made a
commitment to ride safely. Then you attended a rider course and you are a Level two and so on
until you become a Level Four. One of the commitments you made was All the Gear All the Time.
Or do you tend to backslide when it’s too hot to wear helmet, coat, and gloves. The one thing I
found disturbing in Branson was seeing riders on their trikes in flipflops, shorts, no helmet, or
gloves displaying their Master Patch on their vest. Granted we can’t discipline this kind of behavior
but we can encourage our fellow riders by setting the GWRRA standard of
“All the Gear All the Time” when we ride. My hope is that when you look at
some members vest the GWRRA moto “Friends for Fun Safety and
Knowledge” reminds us that we are all friends who care about your safety
and look forward to many happy days out there on the open road. I don’t
want to come across as a pain in the a##. I bring all this up because I care.

All the gear all the time.

Cliff

REMEMBER:
IF YOU WANT TO USE IT LATER IN LIFE, COVER IT UP.
Cliff Schaal, NY-DE

All the Gear All the Time

Your New York District Educators: Cliff and Nancy Schaal
cliffschaal@hotmail.com
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716-397-9212
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Chapter COY ---->
District COY
Branson Scenic Railway Ride
For those of us who went to the MO State Rally at the end
of May, one of the highlights of our trip (and there were
many) was our trip on the Scenic Railway. The cars have
been restored and refurbished to offer the same first-class
experience and ambiance to today's passengers as to those
they carried fifty years ago. The train departed from a historic 1905 depot in downtown Branson and our
ride took us through the scenic Ozark Mountains for an approximate 40-mile round trip (20 miles out and
20 miles back on the same tracks). Our trip included a narration that pointed out landmarks, extinct
communities, wildlife & the railroad’s role in shaping the Ozarks. We passed through tunnels and rode
over trestles. For the most part, our view was hidden by tall trees, but nonetheless we enjoyed the rhythm
of our coach traveling along on the rails and conversations with fellow GWRRA members.
As we all gathered on the platform of the depot with many others, some being our fellow GWRRA members
from the State Rally, we waited for our boarding numbers to be called to board the train. Upon doing so,
we were able to choose whether to sit on the main level of a car, or choose seating in the upper level of a
dome car. Mark and I choose a dome car hoping to get a better view. The two seats opposite us were
empty when Anita & JR Alkire, our GWRRA President and Wingman came along and asked if the seats
were taken. They took their seats and we had the privilege of meeting for the first time our GWRRA leaders
and and getting to know them better. What an unexpected treat!
We shared a bit about our own Chapter U, and they shared about the leadership position that took them
from California to GWRRA headquarters in Arizona. Anita also talked about some of the changes
happening within GWRRA and specifically with the Couple of the Year program and the change to five
territories.
Not wanting to miss anything on the train, Mark and I took a walk to other cars and found that each one
was a bit different from the next. Fascinating and interesting as we ‘walked back in time’.
Before we knew it, the train pulled back into the station and it was time to say goodbye to our new friends,
disembark, and meet up with our Chapter U members to
share our experiences with one another.
Until next time,

Mark & Brenda Peterson
2018-2019 NY District
Couple of the Year
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Anita & JR Alkire, our GWRRA
President & Wingman

Paul Fetters had the opportunity to meet Claude Stanley on the 4th of July when he went to
see about getting the side car fixed. He opened up to get the job done. We found this article
on his facebook page and he graciously allowed us to use it for the Newsletter.
Thanks Claude!!
Wrote this for Hack'd Magazine years ago...........................................
MIXED NUTS…
Did anyone ever notice how ones who ride different machines seem to fit into a stereotype? Years ago
someone wrote an article on this and I felt it was quite amusing but it did hold a lot of truth.
Think of it…Harley riders with many dollars worth of leather on and a thirty dollar helmet. They seem to
wear the leather on and off the bike too. Then there are the sport bike (crotch rocket) types who ride with
shorts, tank tops , sneakers and a four hundred dollar helmet. At a rally you may see the BMW types who
come in an Aerostitich suit or the Ducati riders who will show up in full leathers dyed red. The
Goldwingers are known for wearing matching jackets and helmets with the ever present headset mike
projecting in front of their mouth…they talk softly when on the bike if you speak to them so as not to blat the
ears off their color coordinated passenger. There are others for sure if we dwell on this but that is not my
point to make.
Sidecarists are, for sure, a mixed breed. Years back at the Cook Forest USCA National (’93 I think) I
was really taken off guard by the comment of my solo bike friend who came along. He was totally amazed
that so many variations of rider `types’ would be at this rally. He was more amazed that sidecarists tend to
talk more about their
sidecars than the power unit that they are pulling them with. Kind of neat situation isn’t it?
At one time I had a great love for mixed nuts. In the containers that the mixed nuts came in it was
always a real treat to pick out the cashews. These were the cream of the crop in my book. The other nuts were
okay but for me the goal was to pick out as many cashews as possible….yumm. A cashew man I was….if it
wasn’t a cashew it was second rate. One day while in a store I was walking toward ‘nut section’ when in
the distance I noticed something that was unfamiliar to me. As I drew closer this site began to come into
focus clearer and clearer……could it be…..is this for real? This site could not be taken lightly. I stood in awe
as my mind raced with wild anticipation. The beating of my heart threatened to explode though my chest as I
ever so slowly reached forth a shaking hand toward the object. I knew it was neither a mirage nor a dream as
my hand touched the cool glass container that was plainly labeled CASHEWS ! Yes…oh YES!! Cashews and
only cashews….No more mixed nuts….No more picking though the walnuts and peanuts and Brazil nuts and
all of the other stuff . This was it…an honest to goodness jar of just cashews…..Life was indeed
good….the days of mixed nuts were over. Today was the beginning of a new life for me. Me and my cashews…
alone at last. No more mixed nuts!!
Upon returning home with my newly found treasure I flopped on the couch. I felt as though nothing
in this world could ever take the present satisfaction from me. Pure ambrosia..pure delight…it was only my
cashews and me..alone at last. After a couple of hours of sleep that night I awoke with a bad case of
heartburn. The symptoms could not be ignored as the discomfort deep in my chest worse and worse.
Minutes became hours. The battle within me raged on and on with no relief in sight as I drifted in and out of
consciousness. My body cried for sleep but it was not being realized
due to the discomfort within. Finally in my state of delirium sleep mercifully overpowered me.
The light of the sun was breaking through the eastern sky as I slowly awoke.
It was a new day half opened eyes slowly adjusted to the light within my darkened room. The worst was over
although as I saw the three empty cans of cashews flashbacks of the night before attempted to take control of
my senses. I looked away from them quickly and these feeling seemed to subside. Yes…It was a new day.
Thoughts of the night before were not clear but in a strange way were also so very
real. The experience was a only a haze but still was attempting to control me.
Days passed and the memory of that fateful night ever so slowly faded into a surreal memory. It was a long
time before I journeyed back to the store where the
cashews and mixed nuts were waiting to be purchased. Bit I did return and, again, in the same isle I noticed

them. There they were the familiar ‘mixed nuts’ and right beside them the notorious cashews. This time I
reached up onto the shelf and confidently grabbed three jars of ‘mixed nuts’. Later that evening as I opened
one of the jars and began to eat I found that the nuts that I had typically rejects in days gone by were much
more appealing to me. Yes…I did still eat the cashews but no longer ignored the other nuts in the
jar. Everything, cashews and mixed nuts seemed to taste better than ever….wow…life was now better than
ever even with all of the nuts.
In my world, and in yours, we may tend to look at the cashews as something special. Some of us are
cashews and some of us are various other mixed nuts but we need to learn that if we were all cashews, life
would probably give us a lot of heartburn. It is people, the mixed nuts that they are that we can learn so
much from. It is people, the mixed nuts that they are, in which we can learn to enjoy life to it’s
fullest. Sidecar people indeed cover the spectrum of what may be described as ‘mixed nuts’. The old saying
that says ‘it takes all kinds’ is many times thought of in a negative way but it does ‘take all kinds ‘ to make life
what it is. If we want to rise to the
potential that we have it is a good policy to make it a goal to enjoy the mixed nuts…after all folks …we is one.
Claude Stanley

Golf Tournament with Chapter H
July 13,2019 Charcoal Corral
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Golf Tournament continued

Experiencing Royal Family Kids Camp
As our Chapter has help to support Royal Family Kids Camp and I have given a week every summer for the
past eleven or maybe twelve years, I decided to again give a brief overview of what it is like to experience
Royal Family Kids Camp.
First the staff and by that I mean all the adults who volunteer their time (counselors, rovers, deans,
fishermen, grandma and grandpa, cooks, drama time and chapel team, night staff photograhers, inventory
staff, and directors). I probably forgot someone but in any event, all come to camp a day early. This year we
had to be there by 4 p.m. at Mission Meadows. We unpack our gear and get started. The first thing is to
prepare the campers rooms, make their beds, decorate their bunk area and make it look happy and
welcoming. We then receive a brief summary on each camper and why they may be at camp. Some
backgrounds are really sad, but it is our job to help them forget about it for one week of fun. We share a meal
and have communion and settle in for a good night’s rest.
Morning dawns, and the campers are already arriving. Registration is first on the agenda and meeting with
the nurses as most of these campers take various drugs. Next comes the unpleasant job of “checking heads”
for you guessed it, lice. If lice is found, the camper proceeds to the hair washing area and all their things are
discretely taken and washed. Campers are NEVER made to feel embarrassed.
Campers are then on their way to get their picture taken and a new Royal Family Kids Camp t-shirt. Next
comes new sneakers and a pair of socks and water shoes. The campers are really excited about the new shoes.
For some, this will be the only pair of shoes they get for the entire year. I know that is sad. Think about how
many pairs of shoes you have in your closet! Next breakfast for any camper who wants it.
After all the campers get through that process, they are greeted by all the staff lining up and greeting them.
Again, this is exciting. Campers are then paired with their counselors (two campers for one counselor) and
off for the beginning of a fun week.
Each day begins with breakfast followed by Chapel and Drama where they are introduced to the Bible and
God’s love, singing, laughter, fun, and hearing His word. Some campers are hearing this for the very first
time. Schedules vary but all campers will experience the same activities throughout the day.

After Chapel and Drama, all campers will experience the following activities some time from 10:30 – 12:30
and depending on the day.
Crafts, fishing, climbing wall, goodes with Grandma and Grandpa, nature walk, ropes course, woodworking
and fishing.
Lunch is then served followed by a mandated 30/30 time. This is a time when the campers have a time to
relax and “take a nap” (that’s really a joke. It doesn’t happen much). I did have on little girl this year that did
nap!
The girls then get first chance at going swimming while the boys get started on the afternoon activities, which,
again depending on the day, will consist of more fishing, archery, petting zoo, and even a special boat ride.
This year we had the opportunity to swim in the pool or the lake since Mission Meadows has a lovely pool.
The campers are given a swim test to see if they are allowed in the deep end.
Afternoon snacks and then the boys and girls now switch and it is the boys’ turn to swim while the girls
experience the afternoon activities.
It is now time for dinner – hurray – everyone is hungry.
Even though they have had a full day, there is still more to come. After dinner, all camps join together for
evening activities, which again, consist of different outside sports of some sort: Coach Bob came and led fun
activities, water wars, slip n slide, and just plain outdoor games and fun.
Finally, time for showers, nighttime snack, and a good night story read by grandma and grandpa. The night
staff arrives and the counselors get a break. It has been an exciting but exhausting day and the staff needs to
unwind a bit.
And it starts again the next morning!
One event which I do want to mention is the birthday party. Halfway through the week, the campers get a
birthday party. This is a surprise for the campers. The dinning hall is decorated for a party and each camper
gets a birthday present. For some, this is the first birthday party they have ever had and may be the only one
they ever get. Each camper goes with their counselor and finds the “birthday bag” which is filled with
presents. Their biggest present is their MP3 player with all the music they have learned in drama recorded on
it. They absolutely love it. Now they are on their way to more fun, the bounce house is sooooo much fun!!
Time for bed? You have got to be kidding!! Sleep will be found but it will take a little longer with each
camper singing at the top of their lungs to their MP3 players. It is an awesome sound!
Finally, there is graduation. Any camper who turn 12 or is 12 will graduate. This is a very difficult time for
campers and very emotional as these kids realize they will be going home. The campers also put on a closing
ceremony for the parents or whomever comes to get them. They say goodbye with lots of tears and we send
them on their way hoping that we have shown them God’s love and happiness.
The staff debriefs and again shares in communion and says goodbye for another year.
Of course, there are a lot of things that I have not mentioned as there are always campers with struggles but
we just move on and help each camper the best we can and know that God has not only blessed the campers
but the staff also.
Thank you for your support to Royal Family Kids Camp.
Arlene Connelly
Chapter U director
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Upcoming
Wing Ding 41
August 27th - 31st
2019

Registration Information:
Print & Mail Application
Online Registration
or Call 1-800-843-9460
–

August 27 – 31, 2019 | Gaylord Opryland in
Nashville, Tennessee
Wing Ding is the ultimate Honda Gold Wing & Touring Bike convention! Hosted by
GWRRA at different locations across the United States every year, the rides to
Wing Ding as well as unique atmospheres are unforgettable. Come join us for a
motorcycle convention unlike any other, where you can enjoy the company of
friends with live entertainment in a beautiful location, learn more about motorcycle
safety, discover all the latest products for your bike, and even test drive a new
one.

